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Abstract—Deep learning (DL) models are piquing high interest
and scaling at an unprecedented rate. To this end, a handful
of tiled accelerators have been proposed to support such large-
scale training tasks. However, these accelerators often incorporate
numerous cores or tiles even extending to wafer-scale, substantial
on-chip bandwidth, and distributed memory systems. This results
in an exceedingly complex design space. Moreover, conducting
actual training experiments to find optimal configurations is
impractical due to time constraints. Hence, predicting the optimal
mapping of various parallelisms to such tiled system architectures
becomes crucial. In this study, leveraging an analysis of existing
mainstream DL model training strategies, we introduce a perfor-
mance simulator named PALM. PALM targets both the training
and inference processes for tiled accelerators, aiming to inspire
the design of current and future accelerators. Specifically, (i) we
establish a scheduling mechanism among tiled accelerators based
on an event-driven framework; (ii) we support user-configurable
pipeline, tensor, and data parallelism on tiled accelerators,
determining the absolute performance throughput under these
parallelism strategies; (iii) we model the interaction of on-chip
SRAM, NoC, and off-chip DRAM during operator execution.
This work is available here: https://github.com/fangjh21/PALM.

Index Terms—Tiled Accelerator; Wafer-Scale; Pipeline Paral-
lelism; Event-Driven

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning (DL) and deep neural networks (DNN) play
a crucial role in advancing artificial intelligence (AI) across
diverse application domains, including image processing [1]–
[6], natural language processing [7]–[9], and autonomous
driving [10]–[12]. As the popularity and applications of AI
continue to grow, researchers are actively working to en-
hance the capabilities and accuracy of DNN. This involves
designing more complex networks and training them with
extensive datasets, often comprising millions or even billions
of samples [13]–[15]. However, these advancements come with
the challenge of extended training times and skyrocketing
memory requirements, thereby fueling the need for scalable
high-performance training platforms. For example, training
GPT-3 (175 B) on Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs acquires 3.1
million hours and would cost around $4.6 million [16]. Even
worse, the overall size of these huge models surpasses the
physical memory capacity of a single accelerator. This holds
true even for contemporary GPUs equipped with substantial
memory, such as the 80GB Nvidia H100 cards [17]. Therefore,
numerous efforts have been devoted to expediting the training
process by distributing it across multiple accelerators.

The fundamental concept behind distributed training is to
allocate the independent computations of the model across
multiple accelerators, facilitating parallel execution. Various
parallelization strategies are available [18]–[20], each with
its own set of advantages and drawbacks. Identifying the
appropriate type and degree of parallelism to be leveraged
under different constraints (such as budget, time, memory,
and ease of implementation) can significantly enhance training
throughput. However, it is impractical to find the optimal
type and degree of parallelism by performing actual training
experiments given some specific constraints due to the pro-
hibitive expense. Although most academic projects leverage
cloud frameworks like Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Com-
puting, or Amazon Web Services for training their proposed
models, conducting these long-running experiments on cloud-
hosted systems is also expensive as users are billed per hour.
Therefore, an effective prediction for the training time under
given workloads, parallelism configurations, and accelerator
architectures becomes an indispensable part of the distributed
training system design.

Recently, tiled accelerators [21]–[26] have been recognized
for significant potential in DL distributed training tasks due
to their higher utilization and energy efficiency [27]. These
accelerators feature spatial multi-tiled architectures, with each
hardware tile comprising a processing element (PE) array
and a global buffer, interconnected by a network on chip
(NoC). Therefore, it becomes crucial to perform simulation
modeling for tiled accelerators. However, existing simulators
often lack DL training support on tiled accelerators for the
following reasons: (i) Current simulators adopt cycle-accurate
or event-driven approaches, lacking of a scheduling mecha-
nism to model a large number of tiles. (ii) These simula-
tors lack user-configurable parallelism strategies, ignoring
users’ needs to optimize performance with hybrid parallelism
strategies. (iii) Tiled accelerators exhibit spatial properties that
involve interaction between DRAM and NoC bandwidth,
posing a challenge for existing analytical models to capture,
while cycle-accurate models are cumbersome.

Given these insights, PALM is introduced as a simulator
tailored for DL training on tiled accelerators. PALM utilizes
three internal mechanisms to tackle these issues: (i) Virtual
Tile Aggregation, with which pipeline execution and layer-
wise execution for the training of DL models ranging from
tens to thousands of tiles can be modeled ; (ii) Adaptive
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随着神经网络模型的急剧增大，对大模型的训练已经超越了单卡芯片的容量和计算能力

通过将模型或者计算量划分，分布式计算是一种有效的训练大模型的策略，然而，由于各种并行度
的组合空间相当巨大，加之单次训练模型的成本高昂，不可能在评估一种并行度的性能时，都需要
实际地将该分布式模型跑一遍。因此，一种可靠的，能够贴近真实性能的仿真器变得尤为重要

得益于灵活的数据流支持特性，多tile加速器最近得到了充分发展。然而，尽管其具备了灵活性，
但是其DRAM的空间边缘分布特性（Edge shared DRAM），使其不得不通过NoC进行DRAM的访存，这种
经过NoC的访存会与分布式训练的数据通信之间产生NoC资源的竞争，这种通信的仲裁行为刻画对于

多tile加速器的性能建模是至关重要的，然而，不幸的是，传统的仿真器都忽略了这一点。

分布式训练的三种并行方式：DP, TP, PP

集合通信概念以及种类：All-reduce, reduce scatter, all gather, all-to-all

多tile加速器的架构特点：每个tile拥有自己的指令队列，能够独立运行，灵活性高；DRAM访存与
通信行为对于NoC带宽资源的竞争与堵塞；

建模的调度机制：tile数量增加到成百时，naïve的建模会导致软件开销的急剧增大；

对于PP建模的充分支持：现有的仿真器对于PP缺乏支持，而在分布式训练中，PP是一种划分模型参
数的关键并行策略；

对于SRAM,DRAM和NoC的支持：多tile加速器中，SRAM的功能性建模，DRAM的访存与通信量访存对于
NoC带宽的拥塞，仲裁，进行建模
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Fig. 1: Diverse parallelism strategies, collective communica-
tion patterns, and typical architecture of tiled accelerators.

Parallelism Interface which supports parallelism strategies
and spatial mapping configured by users, providing them
with a broad search space; (iii) Detailed Bandwidth Model
which supports modeling bandwidth contention phenomenon
on multi communication and access task. The main contribu-
tions of this work are summarized as follows:
• To the best of the author’s knowledge, PALM is the first

simulator considering the spatial property of tiled acceler-
ators on DL training tasks with event-driven mechanism.

• We identify three major challenges in modeling tiled
accelerators: software overhead in simulating a large
number of tiles, lack of user interfaces for configuring
parallelism strategies, and difficulty in modeling influence
between DRAM and NoC with existing methods.

• In response to these modeling challenges, we propose
three corresponding mechanisms: Virtual Tile Aggrega-
tion, Adaptive Parallelism Interface, and Detailed Band-
width Model.

• Through several case studies, we demonstrate PALM’s
modeling accuracy. Compared to published data, our
average error remains within 17%. Additionally, we show
that subtle differences in spatial mapping and parallelism
within tiled accelerators result in a performance gap
2× larger. Finally, we delve into the optimization of
communication across tile groups.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Parallelism Schemes of Distributed Training

1) Data Parallelism (DP): As shown in Fig. 1(a), DP
means each worker utilizes the same model to train on distinct
micro-batches of data [20]. In DP, there is no synchronization
between workers during forward computation, as each worker

possesses a complete copy of the model. The storage for
holistic structure and parameters also leads to an expensive
memory footprint. Despite the elimination of data synchroniza-
tion during the forward process, gradient all-reduce becomes
essential as a collective operation during the backward process.

2) Tensor Parallelism (TP): In TP, the model weights are
divided (depicted by diverse colors in Fig. 1(a)), while training
data is duplicated across workers [28]. Consequently, each
worker observes the same data but computes only a portion
of the activation. The communication of these partial results
is necessary across workers in layers during both forward and
backward propagation. Compared to the DP, the communica-
tion cost from TP is higher, but it can effectively relieve the
memory capacity pressure [29]. This allows multiple devices
to jointly serve a larger model, addressing the challenge of
fitting huge models onto limited hardware resources.

3) Pipeline Parallelism (PP): This parallelism entails the
division of the layers of DL model among workers [19], as
illustrated by the four white boxes in Fig. 1(a). Activations
from a specific set of layers, assigned to one worker, are
transferred to the subsequent set of layers, assigned to another
worker. These consecutive layers operate on distinct data
concurrently when the input batch is segmented into micro-
batches that can be sequentially fed to the pipeline workers.
However, this strategy may introduce pipeline bubbles [30],
[31] or periods during which an accelerator remains idle,
awaiting data from the preceding accelerator in the pipeline.

B. Collective Communication

Based on the chosen parallelization strategy, models and
input batches are distributed across workers. This makes com-
munication and synchronization of data, like forward activa-
tion or weight/input gradients, among devices inevitable [32].
This traffic is typically formulated and processed through
collective communications. Four primary collective commu-
nication operations are key contributors in DNN training [33],
[34]: (i) reduce-scatter, (ii) all-gather, (iii) all-reduce, (iv) all-
to-all. In Fig. 1(b), reduce-scatter operation sums all initial
data in workers, resulting in each worker holding a portion
of globally reduced data. The all-gather operation gathers the
data initially distributed across workers, ensuring each worker
possesses the complete data. All-reduce can be regarded as
a combination of reduce-scatter followed by an all-gather
operation. In the all-to-all pattern, each node is required to
send a distinct portion of data to other nodes.

C. Tiled Accelerator

Fig. 1(c) illustrates the architecture for a tiled accelerator,
which usually consists of multiple independent operating tiles.
Each tile has its unique instruction queue, local memory
and progresses at its own pace, which thus allows the tiled
accelerators to specialize in supporting flexible dataflow and
mapping. Moreover, the NoC is employed for transferring data
among the tiles and synchronizing tiles at different stages
throughout the program execution. Also, the NoC establishes
connections among all tiles, as well as off-chip communication
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Fig. 2: An overview of PALM framework. The highlighted portions in red boxes are focal points of the work.

and memory controller blocks. As a result, each tile has
access to the off-chip memory or other chips. Compared
to traditional monolithic chips and single-tile SIMD GPUs,
such architectures usually exhibit higher execution efficiency.
Such improved efficiency comes from employing optimized
dataflow strategies to spatially/temporally partition data across
the tiles and fine-grained scheduling.

D. Modeling Method for DL training on Hardware

1) Analytical Model and Prediction Model: The analytical
model [35]–[37] examines the DL model training process,
using approximate methods to derive formulas for DL model
and hardware parameters to estimate latency or energy con-
sumption. While providing a quick assessment, its reliability
is moderate and may not fully capture the dynamic features
of hardware systems. The prediction model [36] gathers
throughput data and hardware-related information from DL
training, utilizing models like Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP)
for training. However, its applicability is limited, relying
heavily on specific datasets and training conditions.

2) Simulator: Existing simulators fall into two main cat-
egories: cycle-accurate and discrete event-driven [34], [38].
The former delves into low-level hardware logic, processing
operations within each clock cycle with fine granularity and
high-precision modeling, suitable for scenarios with well-
defined hardware architectures. However, drawbacks include
a longer development cycle and extended software runtime.
In contrast, discrete event-driven simulators’ trigger changes
through events, maintaining an event queue for each hardware
component. These simulators demonstrate faster speeds and
are ideal for early-stage hardware development and architec-
tural exploration.

III. MOTIVATION

Existing simulators and analytical or prediction models pri-
marily focus on modeling GPU clusters but lack robust support
for tiled accelerators. To inspire the design of tiled accelerators
for DL training, based on the property of DL models and
architecture, we identify the following three essential require-
ments: (i) Scheduling mechanism to model a large number

of tiles; (ii) User-configurable parallelism strategies; (iii)
Interaction between DRAM and NoC bandwidth.

A. scheduling mechanism to model a large number of tiles

A sensible modeling approach is essential for simulating
the training process of DL models on a substantial number of
tiles, as depicted in Fig. 1(c). Real tiled accelerator systems
exhibit a range of scales, from 4×4 and 10×12 [39], [40] to
a wafer-scale architecture of 633×633 [41]. A straightforward
but very coarse approach is to assign each tile an independent
thread or event queue. However, handling a large number
of tiles using such a simulation mechanism would lead to a
notable increase in software overhead. Therefore, to efficiently
implement a tiled accelerator simulator for DL training tasks,
it is imperative to introduce a unique scheduling mechanism
among tiled accelerators.

B. User-configurable parallelism strategies

Current simulators lack interfaces that support arbitrary
parallelism strategies. Typically, users need to extract com-
putation graphs with embedded parallelism information from
established DL frameworks such as PyTorch and TensorFlow.
This limitation prevents the direct iteration of parallelism
strategies based on simulation results. Additionally, existing
simulators lack support for various types of PP which is
an important parallelism strategy of LLM, nor have they
discussed the differences in bubble and capacity requirements
under PP. In fact, the proposal of PP is mainly aimed at
solving the storage problem of LLM, which has problems in
resource utilization. The advantage of PP on tiled accelerators
is that it fits the characteristics of a large number of tiles,
can more evenly split the pipeline, increase the number of
pipeline stages, and reduce the bubble ratio. TP and DP are
two inherent parallelism strategies. In the tiled accelerators,
when some tiles/cores form a tile group to execute the same
operator, certain dimensions must be segmented as illustrated
in Fig. 1(a). Hence, it is crucial to offer a flexible user-visible
interface that supports parallelism across various dimensions.



TABLE I: GPU VS Tiled Accelerator Hardware Parameters.

Hardware S Cap. /Comp.1 D Hops2 L BW /D BW3

H100 [17] 0.050 - 0.179
A100 [43] 0.128 - 0.310

Grayskull [40] 1.304 5 1.900
Dojo D1 [44] 1.215 25 2.275

WSE2 [45] 2.666 316 1.375
1 SRAM capacity-to-compute ratio (MB/TFLOPs@FP16);
2 Maximum hop counts to DRAM;
3 Link bandwidth-to-DRAM bandwidth ratio.

C. Interaction between DRAM and NoC bandwidth

SRAM, being faster but costlier than DRAM, is utilized
to temporarily store data for computation and exchange data
with DRAM. Table I indicates that the SRAM capacity per
computing power unit in tiled accelerators surpasses that in
traditional GPUs. Specifically, WSE’s SRAM capacity per
computing unit is nearly 26× that of GPU A100. Studies [31],
[40] explore using SRAM to statically store frequently read
data, accelerating tile computation based on dataflow. Recog-
nizing the significant role of SRAM in computation, memory
access, and communication is thus reasonable.

Efficient model training relies on DRAM with large capacity
and high bandwidth. DRAM is crucial for storing extensive
model parameters, intermediate activations, and optimizer
states during training. Tiled accelerators, designed for high-
density computing power, differ significantly from GPUs in
their memory hierarchy. For example, in the WSE-2 sys-
tem [41], of which the computing power is equivalent to
46 GPUs, there is no on-wafer DRAM; instead, DRAM is
located off the wafer. Consequently, DRAM access in tiled
accelerators becomes costly due to NoC routing, as depicted
in Fig. 1(c). Therefore, modeling DRAM behavior is crucial
to accurately reflect practical behaviors of tiled accelerators.

NoC acts as a physical bridge among tiles [39], [40], [42],
impacting communication between pipeline stages generated
by mapping and parallelism, as well as intra-stage communi-
cation. Frequent DRAM access will occupy NoC bandwidth.
In Table I, various tiled accelerators exhibit different NoC hop
counts to DRAM, presenting a disadvantage for on-chip access
tasks. Additionally, in the same table, the Link bandwidth-
to-DRAM bandwidth ratio is higher in tiled accelerators,
providing an advantage for communication tasks.

In summary, it is essential to model the behavior of SRAM,
DRAM, and NoC during the training process to accurately
reflect the architectural characteristics of tiled accelerators.

IV. THE MAKING OF PALM

Fig. 2 shows the overall framework of PALM and the main
factors considered by PALM are concluded in Table. II. The
PALM is built based on the discrete event-driven framework–
SimPy [49]. Moreover, PALM models a two-level tiled accel-
erator, as shown in Fig. 1. This section will introduce how
to efficiently obtain performance throughput from DL models,
hardware configurations, and other settings.

TABLE II: Factors affecting performance considered by
PALM.

Factors Tpye Direct affect
Pipe schedule GPipe, (interleaved)1F1B [20] bubble & mem
Parallelism PP, DP, TP latency & mem.
Tile dataflow [46] IS, WS access times
Optimizer [47] SGD, Adam mem
ZERO [48] ZERO latency & mem.
Congestion NoC, DRAM latency
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Fig. 3: Left: partitioning DL computation graph into pipeline
stages; Right: two pipeline scheduling methods. S means the
number of stages and B means the batch size. The overhead
of setup time and drain time is needed to be considered.

A. Virtual Tile Aggregation

We distinguish the concept between pipeline scheduling
mechanism and pipeline parallelism. The former concerns
modeling the training process effectively, while the latter
involves partitioning the computation graph into stages, as
discussed in the next subsection. The pipeline scheduling
includes two mechanisms: pipeline execution and layer-wise
execution [31]. In our modeling, layer-wise execution is treated
as pipeline execution with a depth of 1. Fig. 4 illustrates
the pipeline scheduling process: the computation graph is
partitioned into stages (S0, S1, S2), and each stage is mapped
to a tile group based on the parallelism strategy. The pipeline
is divided into three processes: Forward (FD) represent-
ing the forward computation of all operators in each stage,
Backward (BD) representing the backward propagation of
all operators in each stage, and Gradient Update (GU)
representing the gradient update process. Additionally, PALM
defines Act/Grad Pass to transfer activations/gradients
across stages, serving as the start signal for the next stage.
In DL, a batch (mini-batch) is taken as the period for gradient
updates. To reduce the pipeline bubble ratio, a batch is divided
into multiple micro-batches, with one micro-batch executing
FD and BD. Once all micro-batches are completed, GU is exe-
cuted. Data_Fetch simulates the input data fetching of one
micro-batch, representing the start of the first stage S0. In our
scheduling mechanism, GPipe [19] and 1F1B [20] scheduling
in Fig. 3 are supported . PALM places one of the four types
of events into the Virtual Tile Executor based on the
signal selected by Prior Selector. For example, in the
1F1B pipeline, priority is accorded to the execution of BD
over FD. The Act/Grad Pass between different stages is
accomplished through communication events on NoC. This
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process is primarily determined by the dependency relation-
ships between adjacent operators in the different stages, which
will be discussed in the next subsection.

Within each stage, operators are executed in the order of
their dependency relationships such as op B and C of S1
in Fig. 3, as layer-wise execution does. Operators without
dependencies are executed in the pre-order rule in the com-
putation graph or in parallel. When tiles/cores execute the
same operator, they are called a tile group. In the tile analysis
level (tile analyzer in Fig. 2), PALM assumes different tiles
in each tile group have the same computation and memory
access cost. Therefore, each stage exclusively furnishes one
or a few simulated tiles representing these tiles in tile group,
denoted as virtual tiles. We have coined this modeling method
as Virtual Tile Aggregation.

We assume that a single tile mainly consists of two entities:
the tile internal logic unit and NoC router which have their
own event queue. Additionally, we suppose the number of tiles
is N ×N , and the number of stages S is less than or equal to
the number of layers M in the computation graph. The naive
modeling complexity is O(2N2) for all tiles, while PALM
with virtual tile aggregation reduces it to O(N2 + M). By
incorporating an analytical model for the NoC, the complexity
is further reduced to O(M). Given that M typically falls in
the range of tens to hundreds, this significantly alleviates the
modeling overhead.

In PALM, each operator also generates three types of
events: forward, backward, and gradient update. Each type of
event is further divided into computation, communication, and

memory access tasks. Fig. 5 describes the main events during
backward execution. For each operator, the backward pro-
cess includes loss computation, activation re-computation, and
gradient computation. Activation re-computation occurs only
when there is insufficient memory capacity. Each sub-process
requires accessing data from memory for computation, with
non-negligible communication overhead. The next sub-process
begins only after the completion of the current sub-process.
For example, in Recompute sub-process, we wait for the
completion of the Loss computation event before entering
Gradient sub-process. During the three sub-processes, DP
communication from the previous operator can overlap with
the current operator’s execution. The forward process is sim-
ilar to the re-computation in the backward process and is
not separately listed here. The main events in the gradient
update process only include full-precision weights load from
DRAM and store back to DRAM, and we have omitted the
accumulation computation in the gradient update process.

B. Adaptive Parallelism Interface

❶ PP. PP partitions operators of the computation graph
into different stages to minimize the pipeline bubble. The
ideal execution time in the pipeline training scenario can be
evaluated using Eq. (1).

ETtotal = (
B

b
− 1)max

stages
(ETFD + ETBD)

+

stages∑
(ETFD + ETBD) + ETGU ,

(1)

where ET is executing time, B is the batch size and b is the
micro-batch size. In fact, on the tiled accelerator, the execution
time is influenced by the spatial position of the physical
tiles corresponding to the stages. We will further discuss this
phenomenon with experiments in Section V-B2. PALM takes
into account that PP results in differences in memory capacity
requirements, as discussed in [41]. Considering a training
pipeline with S stages, activations from each stage are stored
in the FD process, until they are consumed for GU in the
BD process. For example, the first stage should store S times
the activation in 1F1B, and B times the activation in GPipe
as illustrated in Fig. 3. Incorporating the aforementioned
considerations into PP modeling, PALM supports users to bind
stages based on tile IDs and op IDs with Adaptive Parallelism
Interface in Fig. 2, and provides a default way for DL models
to allocate stages based on computing power requirements.

❷ TP and DP. We analyzed the communication size of
all-reduce generated by TP and DP strategies in common
operators, as shown in Table III. PALM partitions mapped
physical tile groups into communication groups, automatically
inserting collective communication events into the tile group
event queue. Taking the simple linear operator as an exam-
ple: The linear operator Y = WXT has four dimensions
(B,M,N,K), where B represents batch size, K represents
the reduce dimension, M,N represents the output dimension,
X(N×K)represents input, W (M×K) represents weights, and



Y (M×N) represents output. The dimensions (b,m, n, k) repre-
sent the parallelism degree for each corresponding dimension.
If we map the operator onto 16 tiles from 0 to 15, it is essential
to ensure that b ×m × n × k = 16. The parallelism strategy
can be configured by the user as (2, 2, 2, 2) or (4, 4, 1, 1),
and so on. Further, corresponding communication groups are
automatically generated. During the FD, BD, and GU processes,
there is a need for collective communication in the correspond-
ing tile groups. The parallelism of other operators like Conv2
and Pool are the same. For simplicity, we assume that the input
shape of Conv2 or Pool is (B,C, I, I), the shape of weight is
(W,W,K), and the shape of output is (B,K,O,O). Specially,
K is equal to 1 in Pool operator. The communication size
of all-reduce is also represented in Table III. For transformer
operator, it is a combination of a series of linear operators.
And the shapes of input and output are (B,S,H). We support
both DP (Nd) and TP (Nm) as described by Megatron [20].
The communication size generated by splitting these linear
operators is accumulated. These parallelism dimensions such
as (b,m, n, k) and (Nd, Nm) can also be configured by the
user with the interface in Fig. 2.

Algorithm 1: SRAM allocation method.
Input: allocated tiles, split ops by parallelism;
Wt← 0,WSG← 0, ACT ← 0;
for (i, Op) in split ops by parallelism do

Wt← Wt + Op.Wt;
WSG← WSG + Op.Wt + Op.Optimizer State + Op.Gradient;
ACT ← ACT + Op.I;

end for
S Cap.← SRAM Capacity Size;
Op Fd Access Size← [0, ..., 0];
for (i, Op) in split ops by parallelism do

if Wt ≤ S Cap. then
strategy ← activation stream;
Op Fd Access Size[i]← Op.I + Op.O;

else if WSG ≤ S Cap. then
strategy ← weight stream;
Op Fd Access Size[i]← Op.Wt;

else
Φ1 = ⌈ Op.W

S Cap. ⌉ ×Op.I;
Φ2 = ⌈ Op.I

S Cap. ⌉ ×Op.Wt;
if Φ1 < Φ2 then

strategy ← weight stationary;
Op Fd Access Size[i] = Φ1 + Op.O;

else
strategy ← input stationary;
Op Fd Access Size[i] = Φ2 + Op.O;

end if
end if

end for
Output: strategy,Op Fd Access Size

C. Detailed Bandwidth Model

❶ SRAM allocation. PALM holds the view that SRAM
primarily influences DRAM access. Alg. 1 explains the main
modeling idea: Operators are split by the parallelism strategy
and their corresponding tiles are taken as input to obtain
the corresponding SRAM strategy and DRAM access size in
forward process. Strategies SWSG ACT , SWSG, SACT , SPTY

respectively represent weights, optimizer states, weight gradi-
ents (WSG) and input/output activation (ACTIN , ACTOUT )
either statically stored in on-chip SRAM, one of them stored in
on-chip SRAM, or none stored on-chip. It is worth noting that
when WSG and ACT cannot be retained in SRAM for a long
time, PALM adopts a penalty strategy SPTY , modeling extra
DRAM accesses for WSG and ACT. When ACT ≥ W , we
use input stationary (IS), otherwise, we use weight stationary
(WS). PALM considers storage differences brought about by
the optimizer. For optimizer Adam, it requires storage for first-
order and second-order moments related to weights, and gra-
dients of backward activations, significantly increasing storage
requirements. If optimizer SGD is used, there is no overhead
for optimizer states. During inference, there is no storage
overhead for gradients. Alg. 1 only lists the DRAM access
size for the forward process. The analysis for the backward
and gradient update process follows the same methodology,
thus being neglected here.

❷ Detailed NoC model. The ideal communication latency
of the NoC can be obtained using Eq. (2), where Link T ime
represents single hop link delay and Hops represents the
total number of hops in the communication path. However,
the analytical model [38] does not consider whether all links
are idle at a given moment in a transmission path. Hence,
the specific latency of contention delay can not be obtained
by the analytical method. In the presence of congestion, the
communication time may degrade to Eq. (3) in the analytical
model, which means a hop-by-hop data transmission, without
forming a pipeline transmission along the link. But it is
equivalent to reducing the bandwidth of the NoC by Hops
times. Even the modeling of the latter cannot guarantee that
the single hop transmission is not occupied by other tasks.

Comm Time = Link T ime×Hops+
Comm Size

BWLink

+Contention delay,
(2)

TABLE III: Parallelism analysis of common operators.

Operator

Type

Dimension

Symbol

Parallelism

Symbol

Computation Count

(FLOPs)

FD;BD;GU

(comm. size, comm. dim.)

Linear [B,M,N,K] (b,m,n,k) 2BMNK
bmnk

(BMN
bmn

, k); (BMK
bmk

, n); (NK
nk

, b), (NK
nk

,m)

Conv2 [B,H,W,C,R,S,K] (b,c,i,k) 2BHWRSCK
bick

(BHOWOK
bik

, c); (BHWC
bic

, k); (RSCK
ck

, b), (RSCK
ck

, i)

Pool [B,H,W,C,R,S] (b,c,i,1) 2BHWRSC
bci

N/A

Transformer [B,H,S,A] (Nd, Nm,1,1)1 24BSH2+4BS2H
NdNm

( 2BSH
Nd

, Nm); ( 2BSH
Nd

, Nm); ( 12H
2

Nm
, Nd)

1Megatron [20]
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison of PALM simulator with GPU
system for the all-reduce task under ring topology .

Comm Time = (Link T ime+
Comm Size

BWLink
)×Hops.

(3)
PALM considers NoC congestion, treating the link as an

exclusive resource during execution. When a link is occupied
by the current task, the execution time can be obtained by
Eq. (2). Communication tasks can only be executed when
needed link are not occupied. Otherwise, they will wait for
the release of resources.

❸ Detailed DRAM model. Through the analysis of SRAM,
the size of DRAM memory access has been determined, and
ideally, the memory access latency Access T ime can be
obtained using Eq. (4). However, in the tiled accelerator, the
DRAM is shared among tiles. Due to the varying distances of
different tiles from DRAM and the different times they initiate
memory access requests, the understanding of whether the
bandwidth (BWDRAM ) is occupied at a particular moment is
not clear enough. Eq. (4) cannot accurately represent memory
access latency.

Access T ime = Response T ime+
Access Size

BWDRAM
. (4)

DRAM Time = Access T ime+NoC Time. (5)

Based on the above equation, PALM constructs a memory
access model for edge-shared DRAM in tiled accelerators.
PALM considers DRAM bandwidth as a resource that is
occupied during execution like the NoC model. The data
transmission time, denoted as NoC Time, through the NoC
has been taken into account. Therefore, the total DRAM access
time DRAM Time of a tile can be obtained using Eq. (5).

V. CASE STUDY

A. Verification of Simulation Accuracy

1) Verification of NoC model and DRAM model: To
validate NoC model, we conduct the base ring all-reduce task
on PALM. As depicted in Fig. 6, the error on 4 and 16 tiles is
within 5%, compared with the results from a real GPU system
with ring topology in [38].

To validate the congestion phenomenon, we conduct exper-
iments in Fig. 7 involving all-reduce, all-to-all, and DRAM
read and write tasks overlapping, where we use a different
number of task combinations. The results show that the
execution time of the analytical model is at most 50% less
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TABLE IV: Performance comparison of
PALM and Megatron published data.

Model TP, DP, PP PALM seq/s Published seq/s1 Error %

T-18B 8, 32, 1 114.294 116.415 1.82
T-39B 8, 32, 2 100.230 111.565 10.16
T-76B 8, 32, 4 96.601 115.898 15.65

T-145B 8, 24, 8 83.888 95.720 12.36
T-310B 8, 15, 16 51.140 58.738 12.94
T-530B 8, 9, 35 40.007 47.440 15.60

1 Performance with mixed precision training.

than that of the congestion model. When the number of tasks
is 5 and the single task communication/access size is 8MB,
the execution time of the analytical model is 30% less, and it
stabilizes at this value as the communication/access increases.
According to the previous analysis, these numerical differences
reflect the modeling error of the analytical model. Therefore,
it can be proven that PALM modeling tasks are necessary for
congestion scenarios.

2) Verification of Scheduling and Parallelism : Because
of the limited LLM data for tiled architecture, we collect
published LLM data from GPU cluster to validate the schedul-
ing and parallelism analysis. We replace the underlying 2D
topology of PALM with GPU topology. The result in Table IV
indicates that the average total error of PALM scheduling and
parallelism analysis is less than 15%.

3) Verification on tiled accelerator: We use PALM to sim-
ulate the ResNet50 and Bert-base inference task on Tenstorrent
Grayskull [40] architecture. By adjusting the mapping strategy,
our simulated throughput has an error of less than 13%
compared to the published throughput as shown in Table V.
In pipeline inference, there is continuous data input without
a backward process. Therefore, we obtain throughput that
ignores the pipeline drain time and setup time as illustrated in
Fig. 3.

B. Parallelism of LLM on Wafer-scale Architecture

We explore the influence of wafer-scale architecture on the
optimal parallelism of LLM. Based on PALM, we build a
wafer-scale architecture with specific parameters, as shown in
Table VI. The overall system consists of a 5 × 4 tile array
with 4 × 4 core per tile, communicated with tile-to-tile and



TABLE V: Performance comparison of
PALM and Grayskull published data.

Model name PALM sample/s Published sample/s Error %
ResNet50 23033.46 224311 [50] 2.68
Bert-base 3190.12 2830 [40] 12.72
1Performance with int 8 computing power.
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Fig. 8: Position mapping in inter-tile groups and communica-
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core-to-core NoC. We have selected models T-18B, T-76B,
and T-145B as the baseline in Table VII, with (TP=8, DP=2,
PP=20). The performance of the baseline is close to the result
presented in Table IV.

1) Optimal parallelism analysis: For a single transformer
operator, the total communication size is determined by
Eq. (6), which influences the communication latency at the
top level.

Comm Size =
8BSHNm

N
+

24H2

Nm
, (6)

where B, S, and H represent the model parameters. Nm

represents the degree of TP, and N represents the degree of
DP multiplied by TP. In this experiment, N is set to 16. To
minimize communication size, the optimal value for Nm is
1.6, close to 2. The optimal throughputs shown in Fig. 10a
and Fig. 10b validate this conclusion.

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the minimum average NoC oc-
cupancy time on T-145B task is consistent with (TP=2,
DP=8) to minimize communication size. However, the optimal
throughput corresponds to (TP=4, DP=4) as shown in Fig. 10c.
This indicates that minimal communication size does not
always lead to absolute performance optimization, and actual
architecture needs to be considered as well.

2) Impact of position mapping for stage: Two common
mapping layouts are illustrated in Fig. 8. The line layout
arranges the pipeline vertically, with data passing vertically
across stages, and intra-stage communication and memory
access occurring horizontally. The S-shaped layout considers
the trade-off of the furthest distance between mapped tiles and
the boundary length of the tile group. In our experiments, the
number of layers in the baseline model is the same as the
number of tiles, with the 4 × 4 cores in a tile forming one
stage. The high bandwidth within the tile supports DP and TP
effectively, while inter-tile bandwidth is lower, aligning with
the low communication requirements of PP.
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Fig. 9: The average utilization and absolute occupy time of
NoC on wafer-scale architecture for T-145B task.

TABLE VI: Wafer-scale Configuration Parameters.

Computing power of single tile 256 TFlops@FP16
Capacity of single tile SRAM 60 MB
Number of intra-tiles 4× 4
Edge shared DRAM per tile 256 GB/s
Number of tiles 5× 4
NoC bandwidth of intra-tile 1024 GB/s
NoC bandwidth of inter-tile 256 GB/s
Topology 2D-mesh

Fig. 10 illustrates experimental results, where mapping1
represents the Line layout, and mapping2 represents the S-
shaped layout. The results validate that the S-shaped layout
exhibits better performance.

3) Impact of communication group in stage: comm1
represents TP communication group as close as possible in
topology, comm2 represents the opposite, which is shown in
Fig. 8. Fig. 10 also shows that the performance with comm1
is better. As analyzed earlier, when TP≥2, the first term in
Eq. (6) contributes to an increasing communication size. Con-
sidering the allocation of TP within intra-groups, it is crucial
to prioritize minimizing the distance between cores along the
TP communication dimension to reduce communication time.

Based on the results, we conclude that the minor optimizing
parallelism strategies can lead to at least 2× performance gap.
This improvement comprises a 40% contribution from stage
position layout and a 60% contribution from operator-level
parallelism and communication optimization.

C. Communication Optimization

Due to the bandwidth limitations of the GPU cluster archi-
tecture, there is only a single choice for its communication
strategy [51]. In wafer-scale systems, close intra- and inter-
bandwidth can support different communication strategies to
minimize costs. Adapter tiles [37] are the tiles within the
destination group receiving data from the source tile group.

Two communication strategies for inter-tile groups are de-
picted in Fig 11. The first involves all-reduce within the source
group, data transmission to the destination, and broadcast
within the destination. The second reduces the source based
on adapters, performs inter-tile transmission, and conducts all-
reduce and broadcast in the destination.

Strategy 1’s inter-tile communication time is shown by
Formula 7, while Strategy 2’s is shown by Formula 8. In the
formulas SG represents the source tile group, DG represents
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Fig. 10: Performance comparison among various combinations of mapping methods and TP communication strategies on
wafer-scale architecture.

TABLE VII: Performance comparison of
PALM on wafer-scale with GPU published data.

Model name PALM sample/s Published sample/s1 Gap %
T-18B 7.3457 7.2760 0.9
T-76B 2.0652 1.7968 14.94

T-145B 1.1238 0.9896 13.56
1 Linear equivalence based on computational power.
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the destination tile group, AR represents all-reduce, R repre-
sents reduce, and B represents broadcast.

T = TSG AR + TInter Comm + TDG B . (7)

T = TSG R + TInter Comm + TAdapters AR + TDG B . (8)

Based on BERT-base model, we assess the performance of
two communication strategies. The first set of experiments
compares 12 tile source and destination groups under ring
shape all-reduce, while the second adds a tile to disrupt ring
formation and reassessing performance.

In Fig 12a, when a ring structure is formed in the
source tile group, strategy 1 outperforms strategy 2 in inter-
communication performance. This is due to the smaller over-
all latency of ring all-reduce, resulting in a smaller com-
munication time compared to strategy 2. Moreover, with
more adapters participating in inter-communication, the per-
formance of strategy 1 gradually improves by reducing broad-
cast time in the destination tile group. In Fig 12b, when
a ring structure cannot be formed, strategy 2 shows better
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Fig. 12: Performance of diverse communication strategies in
inter-tile groups.

communication performance. In this case, the total time of the
reduce and the all-reduce in strategy 2 is smaller than the all-
reduce time in the source group of strategy 1. Additionally,
the performance of strategy 2 initially improves and then
declines as the number of adapters increases, due to the trade-
off between the reduce cost and the all-reduce time among
adapters.

According to the result, it is evident that inter-tile commu-
nication in ring shape configurations exhibits superior perfor-
mance under strategy 1, leading to 3.08× performance gap
over strategy 2. Conversely, non-ring shapes are more suitable
for the adoption of strategy 2, with a performance increase of
approximately 1.23× compared with strategy 1.

VI. RELATED WORK

There have been multiple arts aimed at predicting the perfor-
mance of training workload in deep learning. Works [31], [52]
were devoted to designing an automatic planner to partition
the workload more evenly, aiming at reducing the pipeline
bubble time. Moreover, Diksha et al. provided an analytical
model to predict the training time targeting distributed Trans-
former [35]. Rasshidi et al. proposed a simulator named Astra-
Sim [34], for hardware-software co-design exploration of deep
learning training. However, the Astra-Sim mainly focused
on examining the impact of varied network topologies and
neglects the support for arbitrary parallelism. To this end, its
improved version Astra-Sim 2.0 [38] was proposed to further
provide a mechanism to represent and study arbitrary multi-
dimensional topologies at scale, with different shapes and



bandwidth configurations. However, all the works mentioned
above fail to model the space property for tiled accelerators.
Though work [39] designed an inter-layer scheduling space
and exploration framework for tiled accelerators, it focused on
DNN inference and operator mapping, instead of performance
evaluation for DNN training.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose PALM, a simulator for evaluating tiled ac-
celerators and even wafer-scale architecture in DL training.
We consider multiple dimensions that impact training, such
as pipeline scheduling, parallelism, tile dataflow, NoC con-
gestion, and so on. Using PALM, we evaluate the training
and inference performance throughput of LLM and ResNet
models under several tiled accelerators. Compared with the
published data, our result has an error of less than 16%. We
discuss the spatial optimization problem of parallelism strategy
and communication. We hope that this work will be further
refined in the future to guide subsequent research on mapping
algorithms and tiled accelerator design.
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